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We welcome artists
that work in all metals
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The Florida Society of Goldsmiths
is a not-for-profit organization
created by metalsmiths to aid and
support other metalsmiths through
meetings, publicity, workshops
and exhibitions; to provide
metalsmiths with opportunities
for education and exchange of
information; to broaden public
knowledge, awareness, and
appreciation of fine quality handcrafted metal work, including, but
not limited to, jewelry.
The Florida Society of Goldsmiths
is open to all. FSG has six
chapters in the state of Florida
and a large membership outside
the state. Contributions are tax
deductible to the limits the law
will allow.
We strive to offer a friendly
environment where creativity
is encouraged and supported
through social and educational
events throughout the US.
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“

President’s
Message

I never dreamed that
I would be the president
of a nonprofit or that
I would be living
through a pandemic.
Yet, here we are.

”

GAIL THAYER

The past year has brought many changes to our lives and
our organization and I am happy to report that we are rising to the
occasion. Members from all over the state have stepped forward to
assume leadership roles and develop a new way to manage FSG in the
wake of the retirement of our executive director.
Zoom meetings have become the standard way to conduct
business and connect with each other. And learning opportunities are
springing up all over the internet as instructors who cannot teach in
person are creating web based classes. There are lots of changes that we
may not have chosen but that will shape our future in a positive way.
Don’t get me wrong. I, too, am very tired of wearing a mask
and I desperately want to vacation in a national park, but if I can’t do
that I choose to make the best of the situation. Taking advantage of the
opportunities created by the pandemic will help us thrive.
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farewell
so long
auf weidersehen
...and
While I miss all of you, leaving
as executive director of FSG
three weeks ago was a wise
decision, as my much improved
health indicates. I still plan to
stay active and contribute
as a loyal member of FSG.
It has been a wonderful 18
years on the board, both
as treasurer and executive
director. I am grateful for the
growth these positions gave
me as both an artist and
an individual.
While I had hoped I could
show a new ED the job,
I am grateful for the
incredible volunteers
who are willing to step
up to take over the
various ED duties and
continue the growth
and reach of FSG.
A highlight of my
years was the number of
volunteers who either guided
or helped me keep FSG true to
our founder’s vision of a sharing,
all-inclusive community of
metal artists.

continued on next page
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auf wiedersehen continued
Ring: “Curiouser and Curiouser,”
Mad Hatter Ring based on the book
“Alice in Wonderland.” It moves! See
DeSpieglerDeSigns on Facebook for video.
Bunny with articulated arm hand carved,
fabricated and enameled by
Jean Marie DeSpiegler.

Copyrighted
2016.

NYC bracelet. I was in New York
and came up with the idea. I went to
Metalliferous (tool and material store for
jewelers) and found square tubing for the
windows, which pulled the idea together
even though I used very few of them.
I started building it and didn’t even know
how to do a box clasp, so it took 2 years
before it was completed

Our newsletter has grown from a limited
paper edition to a popular online magazine
with color pictures, historical articles, as well
as news about our chapters. Due to costs
of printing and postage, the paper edition
became a financial burden. Moving into
the digital age with our newsletter on the
website allowed us to add color pictures.
We now have the opportunity for our
members to be featured on the cover with
an interview.
My greatest satisfaction came in the part
I played in the development of FSG’s
education role in the art metal field. I am
proud to have had the opportunity to run
many workshops such as Metalsmithing on
the Mountain, Revere Academy East, and
Modern Masters. Being in such a creative
atmosphere that occurred during these
week-long workshops is one of the things
I will miss most. The chance to meet so
many of you and see your work was always
exciting.
My passion for metal remains strong,
although I am currently taking a small break
to do a house renovation with my son. I look
forward to teaching, as well as attending
workshops, while continuing to see many
of my friends in FSG. You can follow my
adventures on DeSpieglerDeSigns on
Facebook and Instagram.

and...off on another adventure with

my mad hatter and hare ring.
Jean Marie DeSpiegler
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As in any restructuring of directors
and officers in any organization, FSG
changes may cause a bit of disconnect
at times. The change that affected me
most was the replacement of Jean
Marie DeSpiegler as director, and more
important to me, as the newsletter editor.
My relationship with Jean Marie
as editor of the newsletter was so
fluid and enjoyable that I was a
bit concerned with having a new
editor on board. To my delight, the
change was flawless, and Janice
Weisler and I seemed a good
fit to continue publishing the
newsletter with one issue currently
in the works.
However, some discontent has
surfaced and been voiced
by some members of a few
chapters about the continuance
of the newsletter.
I was informed after the fact that
the chapters would vote on the
issue on whether the newsletter
DICK BUGDAL
lives of dies. As gracious as that
seems, I really do not need to
have a vote on how I choose to
donate my time and efforts. I do not comprehend why
the newsletter became politicized. There has never been
any desire to offend any of the FSG membership, and if
I did, I sincerely apologize. My only desire was to bring
all of you a newsletter filled with good things to enjoy
reading, looking at interesting jewelry and news from the
chapters!

adios.
it has been
a fun run!

Therefore I have turned in my resignation.
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continued on next page

adios continued

Now for some belated thanks. First to Jillian Logue who
had been gracious to produce the FSG Newsletter
for our members prior to her resignation. Jillian made
my transition so smooth by sending me all the files
necessary to continue in her footsteps. Jillian also
was so kind as to fill in for me and designing an issue
during the passing of my wife.
More thanks to Marti Wakshlag who conned me
into accepting the art direction of the newsletter, to
Donna Buchwald, and the many members of our
South Chapter. They have given me so much motherly
support that I felt I owed all of them, and that’s why I
decided to give back and art direct the newsletter.
Heartfelt kudos to Jean Marie DeSpiegler for her
creativity and for keeping me sane and organized,
and to Amy Johns who is a godsend by contributing
her proofreading and mastery of the English
language. A cheer for Kaitlyn Brass whose wonderful
stories and words illuminated the Historical Masters.
Hats off to Arnold Laris who cajoled the Chapters to
send in their information and Doug Siemenski and all
the other members who made it easier when I needed
their help. Thank you all.
I must offer my sincere, heartfelt apologies to our new
editor Janice Weisler, who I regret leaving in a bit of a
bind. But I will do everything and anything to help her
make a smooth transition to the new graphic designer,
should the newsletter live.
Jean Marie, Arnold, Amy and Kaitlyn, I will miss you.
Three years producing 11 newsletters have left me with
pride and gratitude to FSG.

Thanks for reading.
It has been a fun journey.
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meet our members

Debbie
Parent
Debbie Parent is
the founder of
Apparently Art in
Miami, Florida. She
is a member of
the Enamel Guild
South and The
Enamellist Society
along with the
Florida Goldsmith
Society, and Snag.
Her first
introduction to
metal work was in
high school. The
art department
brought in an
instructor for
jewelry making
and she was the
first to sign up. She learned the basics
and loved it.
Life happened, she worked, had
children, raised horses and tried to do
some form of art work here and there.
She mostly did pastel portraits and
stained glass.
continued on next page
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meet our members continued

Fast forward to 1996, she was attending the Coconut
Grove Art Festival and saw Mona and Alex Szabados’
booth of enamels and immediately fell in love with
the beautiful pieces with all their gorgeous colors.
Mona very patiently explained the process to her and
referred her to Donna Buchwald, who was conducting
an enamel class in
the Bass Museum
on Miami Beach.
She promptly signed
up and a love affair
began.
Shortly after her
introduction to
enamels, Debbie
realized she needed
metalsmithing skills
to set these beautiful
pieces of art. Debbie
has been fortunate
to study under some
very prominent
artists, who have
shared with her
their knowledge and
expertise to help her
continue to evolve as
a skilled artist.
In subsequent years
she took workshops
given by Diane
Almeyda, Ricky

continued on next page
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meet our members continued

Frank, Merry Lee Rae, Bill Helwig, Valeri Timofeev,
Mary Chuduk, Mona Szabados, Averill Shepps and
Gillie Byron. Once she began making enamels
it soon became evident that she needed to learn
metalsmithing. Debbie began taking workshops with
John Cogswell, Jean Stark, Charles Lewton Brain,
Susan Wood, Doug Zaruba, Doug Harling, Lori
Talcott, David Pimentel and Kent Raible.
Debbie’s
love of
nature
greatly
influences
many of
her pieces.
She is
an avid
equestrian,
whose
fondness
for horses
‘african elephant herd’
can be
seen
throughout her work. Her many safari photographs
of wild animals in their natural African habitat have
given her an unending inspiration of creativity. Living
in such close proximity to the ocean has also placed a
great influence on her work. Her unique and original
creations are all personally designed and crafted from
her heart.

continued on next page
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meet our members continued

We wanted to know more – here’s our Q&A with Debbie:

Q: What is your favorite medium or technique?

A: I like realistic, detailed work, and I’m a bit eclectic. I

particularly love enamel and granulation — adding fine
silver or gold balls
of different sizes,
embedded into the
enamel, usually in
the last firing. The
first enamel method
I learned was
cloisonné. I tend to
use high wires and
usually fire five to
ten layers, depending
on what I want to
accomplish. I also
enjoy plique-à-jour
and limoges. Many
of my pieces are
a combination of
different techniques.
I prefer fine silver as
a base because you
don’t have to worry
about firescale and
most colors work well
on silver. I work only
in leaded enamel. I
would love to work
on gold but it is not
affordable.
‘for the love of horses’

continued on next page
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meet our members continued

Q: How did you learn?
I took my first enameling
class with Donna Buchwald
in 1997 and was hooked.
In subsequent years I took
many workshops given
by Ricky Frank, Merry Lee
Rae, Bill Helwig, and many
other talented teachers.
Once I began making
enamels it soon became
evident that I needed to
learn metalsmithing. I began
taking workshops with John
Cogswell, Jean Stark, Charles
Lewton Brain, Susan Wood
and quite a few others.

Q: Your work is often more

three-dimensional than
cloisonné from other artists.
How do you get your finish?
Sometimes my pieces
have raised areas. In those
cases I grind the piece flat
making sure all my wires are
exposed. I then apply more
enamel to the areas I want
raised, being very careful to
not touch the wires. I then
fire and watch very carefully,
not to over fire. I may do that
process two to three times,
depending on the height
I may want.
continued on next page

‘up we go’
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meet our members continued

Q: What is your opinion of how art jewelry is changing?

A: I think the Internet has changed art tremendously. With

other countries plagiarizing work, it is very difficult for an
individual artist to compete. On the upside, the Internet is
now a wonderful resource for building of ideas and every art
form is readily at your fingertips. Where in the past we could
only learn new techniques by going to workshops or buying
books, you can now watch videos on YouTube and learn till
your heart’s
content.
Q: What
is your
favorite tool
and why?
A: My
favorite tool
is probably
my wet
grinder as
it saves
so much
time and is
much more
efficient
than
‘rocking horse’
grinding
enamels by
hand. It is actually a piece of equipment used by the lapidary
group - wheels of different grit spin while water keeps the
wheels wet.

Q: What’s the best trick, tip, or advice you ever got?

A: When purchasing a tool, quality is the best way to

go. And in doing very detailed work get up and
stretch and give your body a break.

continued on next page
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meet our members continued

Q: Any advice you wished you had ignored?

A: I have been told that I work in too many different

media; I should concentrate on one art form and make
similar pieces. I promptly ignored that advice!
Q: What does the
future hold for
you?
A: I will continue
to hone my skills
in enamels and
I want to be
more proficient
in granulation.
I will continue
to dabble in
different art forms
here and there,
as I do get bored
easily.
Q: Any awards
or accolades?
‘enamel box’
Dade County
Youth Fair 2002
First Place
Jewelry Division
Jewelry As Art
First place
FSG Exhibition 2011
First Place
“For The Love of Horses”
Debbie Parent’s jewelry:
on Instagram: @apparentlyart
On Facebook: Apparently Art,
‘for the love of horses’
Artist: Debbie Parent
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westcoast
CHAPTER

MECA

WCFSG is excited to announce the first annual

Metalsmiths Engaged
in the Creative Arts

A 4-day multi-workshop WCFSG event
August 27-30 Dunedin Fine Art Center
1143 Michigan Blvd. Dunedin, FL
Thursday, Saturday 10am-5pm Sunday, 10am-4pm
Workshops by Wendy Thurlow and Stacy Perry

If you’ve let your FSG membership lapse, no problem. Renew now for
just $25 for the remainder of 2020 and get the special member rate.
Breakfast and lunch are included with your workshop tuition.
continued on next page
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meca continued

westcoast
CHAPTER

Wendy Thurlow Texturing and
Etching Metal
Texturing can add creative
interest and depth to your
work. This workshop will have
a focus on acid etching
for silver.
We also will be making texture plates to be used in
jewelry making.
Students will create a library of new textures while
learning the art of surface embellishments for
metal. Roller pressing, fusing, and charcoal
casting will also be introduced.
Here are some of the things we’ll cover in the
workshop:
Basic safety rules for etching and handling
mordants.
Etching is easy and a great method to build up
a stock of textures.
How to create long lasting texture plates
to be rolled and embossed onto silver.
Etch your own designs directly on silver.
Perfect for cuff bracelets and rings.
Lots of time to etch comfortably with four
etching baths.
Learn the ancient technique of charcoal
casting — a great way to use scrap silver!
Create lightweight fused patterns on sheet
metal to be used in jewelry making.
Learn how to incorporate etched, fused, and charcoal
pieces into your work.
https://hammeredbywendy.com
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meca continued

westcoast
CHAPTER

will be introduced to a very different
Stacy Perry Students
way of fabricating with and applying the
Demystifying Korean art of Keum-boo - an ancient
technique used to apply thin
The Ancient Art gilding
sheets of precious metal - silver and
- to silver and other metals. Stacy
of Keum-Boo gold
blows away the common limitations
and beliefs about this popular and
often misunderstood medium. Learn
torch application and gain a better
understanding of the metal properties
possible with Keum-boo.
Traditional and unconventional
methods of Keum-boo application
and the advantages/disadvantages
of each will be explored to help the student find
the application technique that serves them best.
Students will create and use their own Keum-boo
foil using 24 karat gold and fine silver and learn
how to achieve different patinas to make
the gold pop! 22 and 24 karat yellow gold
“paint” will also be demonstrated. Keumboo allows you to add the richness of
gold to your jewelry designs with minimal
expense!
Students will create different projects of
sterling silver embellished with 24 karat
gold and fine silver using the Keumboo technique. Workshop participants
will also receive a detailed booklet with
step-by-step tutorials and photos.
NOTE: Students must be proficient with a torch.
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bored
tired
binging
drinking
frustrated

ha,ha
not all
of us!

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

dining room table now office
nw joella mcgoogan

I’m fortunate enough to have been able
to move my office to my dining room table,
so that work has taken the majority of time.
But I’ve been spending a lot of my free time
making
jewelry.
Quarantine
has also
provided
me the
most
opportune
time to stop
coloring my
hair and let
it go gray!

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

pound and pound and voila
Ambition was at an all-time high
as I was going to pounce, or
so dick bugdal
rather pound, on my new chasing
project.
After taking a class from master Fabrizio
Aquafresca from Italy last year, with Marti
Wakshlag and group, I finished chasing the owl
bracelet. intending to be cloistered like a monk.
Wish this dreaded virus never raised its terrible
head but this was the perfect
time for sheer ecstasy.
I wanted to do
something in my
own style. It will be
three dimensional
and enameled to
boot. It will be to
your surprise as well
©
as mine if it will be
finished this year.
However I am getting
a late start as I am in the
process of designing the new
issue of our newsletter which
takes up a lot of my time. I am
almost finished and then I am off
to pounding away to my heart’s
content. Ciao.

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

apple for the teacher
While I was at home I cleaned my studio, and the
rest of the house as most people were doing, but I
so bernadette denoux
did manage to make these earrings.
I also teach at Miami Jewelry School, so I was
teaching my students via Zoom. It was challenging as most
folks are not set up to practice
metalsmithing at home. We had to
be very creative in how to help the
students through their required projects.
The school furnished loaner tools, and
students were allowed to go to the
school on a one to one basis until we
were allowed to open at 50% capacity.
Teaching students how to solder while
on a Zoom call was really interesting,
and a little nerve racking, depending
on the patience of the student. We are
back to the school now, but must
be very careful to follow the CDC
guidelines. That is not easy either.
It’s hard to keep a mask on the
whole time while teaching, and
keeping a minimum of 6 feet
away isn’t always doable. We are
managing, but it’s been slow,
and a little scary in light of the
increase in Covid cases recently. Still in quarantine.

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

time to be me again
I am a high-risk patient so
I have been sequestered at
home for over three months.
I am currently at a family
reunion (my first time out) with my brother
and parents in a small town, Tell City in
Indiana. My parents really wanted to go
so we rented a motor home and
drove it up ourselves. It was the
only way we could do it safely.
I have been very busy at
home. We moved over a
year and a half ago and I
was going through medical
treatments at that time and
multiple surgeries. Needless to
say, my studio didn’t get set
up yet. As I was recovering I
spent a lot of my time sprucing
up my garden. I put in lots of
orchids and flowers, all ordered
online! It’s starting to get a bit
too hot to work outside so now
I will begin setting up my studio.
I have not been able to work for many years
and I look forward to doing so.

so debbie parent

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

a purse for each day of the year
What? Isolate yourself?
Unimaginable until now.
so carol entin
I’m crossing fingers this
is and will be a
once-in-a-lifetime test.
#1 Best Project:
My favorite project became
designing, embroidering
and hand stitching a hip
length jacket, which, until
this horribly inconvenient
virus came about, I would
have never taken on. My final
stitches were a wonderful joy!
#2 Next Best Project:
Learning leather work &
hours of sewing leather and
practice making handbags.

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

cooking, yoga, soap, hands
I was in shock when I first heard about the
pandemic and the situation that the whole world
so carol haggiag
had fallen into. For a few weeks, I was unable to
focus on anything. My dreams were weird and my
mood grey.
My husband, our daughter Luna,
and I and were stuck at home. I
was not used to doing nothing. I
looked for things that I could do
from home; I started cooking a lot,
tried new recipes, and found live
online cooking classes. We ordered
supplies to make our own soaps
and candles. I bought polymer clay,
and brought home wax and a
few tools from the studio to be
able to work a little.
I had to find new ways to
exercise without equipment or
classes. I tried to take long
walks, however, wearing a
mask and the Florida heat
made it unbearable. I bought
a mat, and dug up some old
weights to work out at home.
Eventually, I became more
comfortable going back to the studio. I realized that this time,
which I thought was boring, actually gave me a lot of new
ideas and activated my creativity, and now I feel alive again.
I have been making a series of little hands for the Hand Medal
Project in gratitude to healthcare workers.
continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

gas went pfft...so chain maille
so

In quarantine I made a load
of chain maille. I could not
michelle sandler
stop. I cut rings by hand
because my jump ring maker
blade kept breaking, causing
saw pieces to fly all over the studio. That was
scary. The bonus is now I can really hand
saw jump rings
like magic.
Because my tank
has been out of
gas for the whole
quarantine, cold
connections are
my new favorite.
I have been
concentrating
on finishing up
pieces on my
bench and
revisiting pieces
that didn’t work.
Included was a
very complex riveted piece in sterling, gold, copper
and brass. I have been teaching and doing wax
carving with some new and former students.
My non-jewelry projects have consisted of tidying
up around the house. So far, this ambition has not
moved into my studio. I hope all of my FSG buddies
are having fun making jewelry and enjoying some
quality time at home.

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

and great birthday presents
so madeline low

Had a lovely
quarantine
finishing my series
“silver boxes.”

The large round box with the
tall cover pull was particularly
poignant for me to fabricate. I
made it for my son Jed for his
birthday. The cover pull is the
top part of my late husband’s
silver baby spoon. Jed was
delighted with it. The rest of the
handle and the spoon will be
used as part of some future
jewelry for my two daughters.

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

make lemonade out of lemons
After days of quarantine, I asked
myself, “What can I do that I
so marti wakshlag
would not undertake if not for
being stuck at
home?” Fortunately, this was
not hard to answer.
Lack of time necessary
to learn Adobe Illustrator
was no longer an excuse.
I designed a titanium ring
which I learned in Wunder’s
workshop. I called Douglas
to share my frustrations with
Illustrator. He sweetly said, “This
is why I use tracing paper,
pencil and an eraser.”
My next focus was my blue
and cream boucle jacket,
with help from my mentor,
Elena Perdomo. I have a greater appreciation
for all the hours of handwork that goes into
constructing these jackets. She and I had
many FaceTime phone conversations.
Finally, the purses were a collaborative effort
between Carol Entin and Khaled, our instructor.
Lynn Yuhr designed the polymer clay center
piece for the cream bag. TThe blue bag is one of five handbags
we’ve made in the past few months.
It took a pandemic to make time to focus on my many projects.
continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

wow...sumi-e brush painting
se cynthia abood
During the last
months,
I have finished
making the
settings for
enamels left in
“the To
Do Box.”
For a diversion,
I have pursued
Sumi-e brush
painting and
spent many
hours on the
“Peony.”
Now onward to
painting an iris
and then Ken
Raible’s “Going
Tubular.”

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

stunning jewelry..nada..zero
I wish I could say that
while staying at home,
se shari labrenz
I had made piece after
piece of stunning jewelry.
Sadly, I did not. In fact, I have made
none, zero, nada! But, I put my time to
good use: making masks; baking lots
of sourdough bread; walking in fields
of flowers; floating in serenity on calm
waters; and last but not least, playing
in the mud. As a result of the mud
incident, I also learned that running
shoes can be mostly cleaned in a
washing machine, minus the dryer.

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

big depression...no motivation
After a month of depression, during which I was a
news junkie 24/7, it was time to take a break. I was
se marsha levy-blandy
not motivated to work in jewelry but knew I had
to motivate myself.
There were some DVDs I’d meant
to look at on some topics in
which I wanted to progress my
skills. Out came Revere’s book
and an order was placed for
Michael Boyd’s DVD.
Time passed cutting into stones,
and constructing tiny bezels for
stone-on-stone designs. Revere’s
books have awesome projects
and I tried my hand at
some of the easy as well
as difficult lessons. Varied
results. Picking up the books
and DVDs led to a budding
reenergizing period.
Although I was still tuned in each day
to the world, it offered a needed release.
The motivation was not there to complete
anything, but elements and components
were prepared for future use. Thank goodness
for metals and stones without which it would have been total
depression from isolation. Saved by love of metals once again!

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

ahh...a class with Linda
se julia dezzuto

2020 is a year for patience, awareness, and hope.
I kicked off 2020 by attending the Winter Workshop
at New Smyrna Beach, where I took the cloisonné
enamel class with Linda Darty. As a first-time
workshop attendee, I felt that the organizers designed
it with the comfort and safety of all participants in
mind. Personally, it was a time for
introspection and inspiration.
Once at home, after the
workshop, I bought a small
kiln directly from Paragon.
Unfortunately, I ran into problems
from the start. After weeks of calls
with the manufacturer, many
tests, and a new controller, it
seems to be working. During the
trial-and-error period with the
new kiln, I managed to make
one test piece using translucent
enamels over copper.
I also worked on a ring for my
daughter--a rhodochrosite
cabochon, set with gold bezel
wire on a sterling silver backing
and sterling silver split shank.
Hope to see you all post Covid-19. Be Safe. Things will
get better.

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

think it is easy...call chuck
I started this bracelet
at the end of the 2020
Winter Workshop with
Chuck Bruce & Micah Kirby in New
Smyrna.
The base is triangular wire soldered
onto a flat piece of sterling silver. The
wire has to form a 90-degree angle
on the inside so the stones will lie
flat on their sides. During Covid-19
isolation, I decided to tackle finishing
this project. The procedure was to
rough cut one stone at a time to fit
into the spot and use a carver wheel
on the lapidary machine to cut the
bottom to get the curve and a piece
of silver to go between each stone;
then when they fit, epoxy that in. Then
move on to the next stone and silver
piece.
When they were all set I called Chuck to
find out how to finish. The stones were all
square in the bracelet. I’m sure my next
one will go much easier--maybe!

se libby royer

continued on next page
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quarantined ‘do it’ continued

ain’t that the cat’s meow
So, you wanna know how I spent
my time during this Covid disaster?
se andrea schoen
Well, to start, I made about 20
masks and then I made 40 out of
190 fleece curtains for cat cages for Peggy Adams’
rescue in West Palm Beach. These are special
cages for cats that have been brought to Peggy
Adams because of injury, abuse, and surgery.
The cats heal many times faster having this
peaceful area to recuperate.
I also made about 75 colorful cat blankets from
fleece for pet stores,
where cats can snuggle
and for adoptive
parents to take home.
We are volunteer foster
parents to kittens from
Peggy Adams and have fostered a pair of kittens,
triplets and a single kitten for months since early
March (one group at a time). We raise them,
socialize them, play with them, and love them.
Once they reach over 2-pounds we bring them
back to Peggy Adams to be placed for adoption.
Each one of my “little babies” has been adopted
within a week of neutering!
I have been reading about two books a week,
go to water aerobics and walking 1.5 -2 miles on
the other days. I’ve spent time in my studio, made
some earrings, and a lot of jewelry repairs were finally finished.
continued on next page
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zoom was my savior
While I was at home, there
was never a dull moment,
se janice weisler
and very little time to be
bored. Zoom was my savior
because it enabled me to take some classes
that I would not have taken otherwise.
I really wanted to take a wax
class with Michelle Sandler
but was procrastinating
because the drive to and
from Miami from North
Palm Beach would not only
have taken time but was
something I really didn’t
want to do. Enter Zoom and
Michelle agreeing to tutor
me. I learned more with
this one-on-one class than
I hoped for as Michelle is
an excellent instructor and
besides that, lots of fun.
I often thought of having a
website and wanted to learn Squarespace. I noticed a 5-week online
course from Lillstreet in Chicago, and am on my way to having my
own site. Still lots to do so don’t expect it to be up right away.
Now, in my new position as newsletter coordinator for FSG, I have
even more to do. Thank heaven for Arnie as he helps me out in many
ways. Plus, he does the shopping and also cooks delicious dinners.

continued on next page
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someone sneaks in and...
I spend
most
nw rose jagoe
of the
time
cleaning up my
work area. Then,
while I’m sleeping,
someone sneaks in
and messes it all up!
I have been making
lots of earrings.
Some metal ones
are
pictured
here, but
I’ve also
been
making
beaded
ones, and
macrame,
leather,
and
tasseled
ones.

continued on next page
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my old forgotten jewelry
I spent some of my pandemic home
time creating new jewelry pieces,
wc stacy perry
writing new tutorials, and organizing
my studio. I also dug into my old,
forgotten jewelry and computer skill arsenals,
honed up on some rusty techniques like using
a graver, and reacquainted
myself with my Mac in
preparation for re-branding
my business.
I ended up spending much
of the time in California
seeing to a family medical
emergency. Flying during a
pandemic was an interesting
experience. The airports
were ghost towns, nothing
was open, and the plane was mostly
empty. The trip home was a bit more
relaxed, more folks on the plane, and
bustling airports.
I did get to do a lot of cooking - which
is my other passion - and San Diego
was beautiful as always. It was an
environment that soothes one’s soul
and rejuvenates those creative muses!
Now that I’m back home I am looking forward to some
quality bench time!

continued on next page
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aww...she’s cute
I’ve been doing lots of FSG stuff mostly related to
our transition to not having an executive director.
wc gail thayer
The coronavirus has
actually been helpful
as Board and Task Force members
were available for a series of
meetings and performing tasks.
I am taking an online class “Going
Tubular” and have learned to
make and pull tubes in all shapes.
I haven’t yet spent much time on
setting stones in these tubes but
have amassed a collection of tube
slices to use in enameling.
Lastly, I have been
teaching my
12-year old
grand
daughter
to sew. So
far, we have
made a
dress, skirt,
and shirt
and we are
working on a
pair of pants.
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check out our home made masks
Jean Marie does your home made mask come with a teeny, teeny hidden bottle?

wc jean marie despiegler

wc gail thayer

continued on next page
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and the real pandemic problem
do we all look better with our masks on or off?

se andrea schoen

se cynthia abood

se janice weisler

se shari labrenz

continued on next page
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and vote for your favorite
you will be absolutely shocked at the prize!

se rose
so
caroljagoe
entin

so marti wakshlag

continued on next page

so carol entin

nw julia dezzuto
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the
winner
gets
absolutely
nothing
zip!

so dick bugdal
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charles lomona
1914-1991

WRITTEN BY KAITLYN BRASS
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O

ne thing that is always important to keep
in mind when purchasing
art of any kind, is whether or
not what you are purchasing
is indeed the real thing.
Forgeries have been around
basically as long as the
arts have, and they are a
fantastic way to lose a good
amount of cash quickly
— especially if the artist is
famous or in style at that
very moment. More often
than not, a signature is worth
more than its weight in gold,
which is usually the case
when it comes to forged
jewelry.
One particular artist whose
work is so widely replicated is
Charles Loloma. His stunning
and often one-of-a-kind
works can be worth up to
$25,000. With price tags such
as that, it should come as no
surprise that he has become
counterfeited by scam
artists. The reproductions were even mentioned by appraisers
when two of his bracelets made an appearance on “Antique
Roadshow.”
Charles Loloma was born on January 7, 1921, to the Badger

continued on next page
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Clan of the Hopi tribe in the
village of Hotevilla which is
located on the Third Mesa
Hopi reservation in Arizona.
His parents, Rex and Rachel
Loloma, were both textile
weavers who also wove
baskets, which got their son
interested in the arts. However,
textile was not his first medium
of choice. Charles Loloma
actually started his career as
a mural artist, getting his big
break in 1939 when he was
seventeen. He was one of four
Hopi artists who were chosen
to create murals for the Golden
Gate International Exposition in
San Francisco. It was estimated
that 1.5 million people were
exposed to his work while
the Exposition’s doors were
open. He would also work on
recreations of Awatovi murals
for the New York Museum of
Modern Art.
During Loloma’s painting
career, and a little over a year
before his enlistment in the
United States Military in 1943,
just in time to fight in World War
II, he married Otellie Pasiyava,
a Hopi sculptor and potter.

continued on next page
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Otellie became famous as an artist in her own right later in life.
Loloma was stationed for two years on the Aleutian Islands
and upon his return used the
G.I. Bill to attend the School
of American Craftsmen at
Alfred University in New York
City, studying ceramics along
with his wife, Otellie. They
both graduated in 1949 and
returned to the reservation to
open a school and teach for a
few years.
During this time working with
ceramics, Loloma would perfect
his iconic signature. In his
earliest works his signature is
made of large block letters; but
moving into 1953 his signature
begins to morph into his
iconic look - clean but hard,
slashed lines that would form a
minimalistic but oddly elegant
print of his last name. However,
even though Loloma’s signature
appeared simplistic it would take
eleven strokes to fully form his name
every time he decided to carve it.
He would manage to get it so even
that many believed that he was
stamping it on each piece of pottery.
This is not to say that he never used a stamp but this was mostly
used for the few printed works that Loloma would circle back to
from time to time; otherwise it was engraved physically into the
work itself or he carved it into a tufa stone when he was casting

continued on next page
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the metal for his jewelry.
In 1956 he was growing restless and would end up moving
to Scottsdale to make and sell pottery at the Kiva
Craft Center—the very place that his jewelry
career would begin to kick off. In fact, in 1959,
Heard Museum Fair & Market was having Loloma
demonstrate pottery-making, but the newspaper
promoting his demonstration included an
accompanying photograph that showed
him holding a carved tufa stone, a type of
volcanic stone used for casting silver or gold.
In retrospect, this was a signal that his time in
ceramics would be over soon and he would
not return to it.
From almost the moment
he started creating jewelry
he was getting push back
from some of the village
elders, and was even turned
away from several Native
American art shows for his
work being too untraditional.
While his Native American
contemporaries were
following the tradition of
stone inlay being smooth
and flush set, the work that made
Loloma famous seems to stretch beyond the body of the
wearer. Loloma’s pieces were shocking to those expecting
traditional Native American jewelry. This rejection would cut
him deeply, as he saw himself as interpreting the depth of
Native American art work while many saw him as straddling
the traditional and untraditional.

continued on next page
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Even his choice
of materials was
untraditional. Most
jewelry created by the
Hopi were primarily
made of turquoise, red
coral, and sterling silver,
however Charles mostly
used turquoise as an
accent. His preferred
materials were sugilite,
agate, charoite, jasper,
malachite, lapis lazuli,
fossilized ivory, and
wood. He also mixed
metals, such as silver
and gold. The mixing
of silver and gold was
uncommon because
fashion for that period
dictated that one would only
wear one type of metal at a
time. Towards the end of his
career Loloma would begin
using diamonds and pearls
in his pieces but these would
only be featured during his last
decade of work and were still
rarely used.
Loloma cast most of his metal work — at first using sand
casting, and lost-wax casting, before moving to his preferred
method of pour casting, which was using tufa stone. His style
became more sculptural in appearance.

continued on next page
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To achieve this new style, he would cut each gem stone into
a rectangular block, varying the sizes before setting them
together. Each gem would be a slightly different size and height,
giving the piece a bit of dimension. These very geometric but
slightly tactical patterns created a tiny landscape to be worn on
the wrist or finger.
Eventually though he would take
this dimension to the extreme as
seen in one gold bracelet. The
band itself is a beautiful solid gold
cuff set with a single row of bezel
set turquoise, coral, malachite,
lapis lazuli, ivory, and wood.
Each gemstone extends off the
cuff vertically at least an inch,
with some expanding out in a
triangle shape to become almost
an inch wide, in a dramatic
fashion, interpreting sun rays in
cool colors. Loloma cut the tops
of the most prominent stones in
the piece, the turquoise and the
largest piece of lapis, to interrupt
the rectangular aspect of the
pattern and create a visual
interest.
When feeling a little more subtle
Loloma also excelled at creating
pieces that he labeled “inner
gems.” These pieces had gems
hidden on the inside. Normally
these pieces were plain, such as
a gold tufa cast ring that only

continued on next page
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hints to its true beauty with a small peek-a-boo
cut out that shows a small piece of lapis lazuli—
at least until you look inside the ring. It is then
that you are met with a treat of vibrant turquoise,
jasper, and lapis lazuli. Even when these “inner
gems” featured decorations on the outside, the
truly precious materials were always hidden on
the inside, a little surprise that
just the owner is aware of. He
described these pieces as being
“[…] like a woman who takes off
her gown to reveal her beauty”.
In Loloma’s work with singularly
set stones, such as the gold
ring featuring a large piece of
lapis, he would interpret the bold
geometric patterns of the Hopi
in an artistic way which keeps
the eye moving throughout the
design. His use of uneven prongs
seems to be very reminiscent of
the Arizona desert. Other prong
styles he used were often deep set
and almost resembled bear claws.
He would weave in important
symbolism in his works such as his clan symbol
of the badger, represented by the paw, along
with corn maiden, serpents, lizards, and
Chakwaina representations. What was also
very interesting about Loloma’s work was that
he rarely made necklaces. He made bracelets
and rings, bolo ties and belt buckles, but
would often push away from necklaces and

continued on next page
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hair ornamentation. In fact over his entire career and of all his
commissions he would receive, he only made
three hair pieces to cinch a pony tail.
Unsurprisingly, his duality in his jewelry caught
the eyes of many people. Throughout
the 1960s Charles Loloma would win first
prize at the Scottsdale National Indian Arts
Exhibition for seven years in a row. He won
seats on American Indian Historical Society
of Princeton University, and of the American
Indian Center for Living Arts in New York, for
his talents and knowledge. The wives of the
influential would often be seen wearing his
works, such as First Lady Mamie Eisenhower
and Olgivanna Lloyd Wright, Frank Lloyd
Wright’s wife. President Lyndon B. Johnson had
pieces commissioned to be gifts not only for
the Queen of Denmark, Margrethe II, but also
for the wife of the Philippine president, Imelda
Marcos. He ended up
opening galleries in
Chicago, New York,
and Paris. He went
on several journeys
to promote his works
in Egypt, Japan, and
Columbia. However,
in 1965, at the height
of his career, he
and Otellie divorced
and he would never
remarry.

continued on next page
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This duality of coming from a very traditional background
but constantly being told his work was too untraditional
would actually end up reflecting in his personal life. In fact,
“People” magazine described him as being “the world’s most
sophisticated primitive artist or
vice versa.” Loloma maintained
a deep reverence for his Hopi
beliefs. He served as a religious
leader in his community, and
he lived by the Hopi calendar,
its cycles of birth, death, and
regeneration. The Hopi were
a matriarchal society and he
honored that more than most
other men in the
village. He kept his
home, which he built
completely by hand,
on the Third Mesa.
This home had no
running water, only
sporadic electricity,
and his phone had to
be pointed towards
Flagstaff if he wanted
to make a call. He
grew corn and melons
in a sacred garden
he inherited from his
father.
Yet, this was not the
only side to Loloma. He
also had a resort-like
house in Scottsdale
which included a
continued on next page
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pool, hot tub, and several fireplaces. He was described as being
a very Hollywood personality by many. He owned an $8,500
Philippe Patek watch, a twin-engine Beechcraft Air Queen, wore
Ultrasuede jackets, drove a Jag XK-E with a gear shift studded
with silver and turquoise nuggets. His cat Spunky even had gold
capped teeth, due to
an accident where she
fell out of Loloma’s Jeep.
Many people weren’t
sure exactly which side
of Charles was the
true side, although he
attempted to explain by
saying that his place was
with his people — he just
enjoyed the finer things
in life.
After suffering a bad car
accident in 1986, which
required rehabilitation
at Barrows Neurological
Institute in Phoenix, he
recovered and returned
to his studio. However,
two years later he
began to decline due
to complications and in
1988 closed his studio.
Shortly thereafter, he
moved to a nursing home in
Phoenix and ultimately
passed on June 9, 1991.
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